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iPhone 11 Guidebook - eBook released for iPhone 11 and iOS 13
Published on 10/01/19
UK based Tap Guides today introduces iPhone 11 Guidebook, a brand new eBook available in
Apple's Books app that reveals everything you need to know about the iPhone 11. Priced at
just $3.99, iPhone 11 Guidebook is concise and jargon-free, enabling readers to become
proficient with iPhone 11 features such as its Ultra Wide camera, iOS 13 and its built-in
apps. It's also packed with large color images that help to visually explain tips and
tutorials.
Poole, United Kingdom - Tap Guides is today delighted to announce its latest book: iPhone
11 Guidebook. For those who want the most sophisticated technology available in a mobile
phone, but without a sky-high price, the iPhone 11 is the best mobile phone available to
date. It's made from a surgical-grade stainless steel, it has a gorgeous selection of
colors to choose from, and a double-lens camera array on the back.
Brought to you by the expert team at Tap Guides, and written by best-selling technology
author Thomas Anthony, iPhone 11 Guidebook is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials.
You'll uncover the history of the iPhone's development from 2007 to 2019, learn how to
take incredible photos, discover how to use iOS 13 and its built-in apps, plus much more.
By the time you've finished reading iPhone 11 Guidebook you'll be a pro in nearly
everything iPhone and iOS related.
Inside you'll discover:
* The history of the iPhone
* Software & hardware features of iPhone 11
* In-depth coverage of iOS 13
* Detailed app tutorials
* The secrets of mastering mobile photography
* Essential Settings and configurations
* Troubleshooting tips
Device Requirements:
* Available on iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac & Kindle Devices
* Print Length: 460 Pages
Pricing and Availability:
iPhone 11 Guidebook is $3.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the iBookstore in the Computers category.
Tap Guides:
http://www.tapguides.co.uk/
iPhone 11 Guidebook:
http://books.apple.com/us/book/id1481440969
Screenshots (zip):
http://www.tapguides.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/iphone-11-guidebook-screenshots.zip
Cover:
http://www.tapguides.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/iPhone-11-Guidebook-Cover.jpg
Press Kit (zip):
http://www.tapguides.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/iphone-11-guidebook-press-kit.zip
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Launched in 2015, Tap Guides Ltd publishes eBooks and interactive apps that teach users
how to use their iOS devices. Tap Guides most notable book to date is the iPad Pro
Guidebook. Copyright (C) 2019 Tap Guides Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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